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Lecture 11a:  Nuclear Energy, the Technology 
Pete Schwartz Cal Poly Physics 

• How is it that we can extract nuclear power (mass deficit) 
• What is Fission vs. Fusion? 
• How do we control the nuclear reaction? HOT! 
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1)  Pressure Difference increases with temperature difference 
2)  We put energy in (Pumping), but water volume is very small compared to volume 

of steam 

http://www.eas.asu.edu/~holbert/eee463/coalart.gif 

Coal, 
NG, 
Nuke Heat, 
Concentrated Sunlight 

Rankine Cycle 
(Steam Turbine) 

Limitation:  
Maximum temperature 
limited by creep temp. 
of stainless steel. 
(lowers efficiency) 

E = mc2 
The mass that is lost 

“mass defect”, “mass deficit” 

Speed of Light = 3x108 m/s 

Fusion process: 

2 protons   +   2 neutrons   =>   1 helium nucleus (α) 

+ 

+ 
+ 
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The alpha particle has a mass of only 99.25% the original mass  

We “lost” 0.75% of the original mass… turned it to energy  

If we started with 1 kg of protons and neutrons, 7.5 g to energy: 

E = mc2 = 0.075 kg * 9x1016m2/s2 = 6.8x1014 J = 15,000 TOE 

Energy 
Released 

2 protons   +   2 neutrons   =>   1 helium nucleus (α) 

+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 

E = mc2 is given off in the fusion process, Binding Energy 
Energy must be supplied to make the reaction go backwards  

• So protons and neutrons are more stable as an alpha particle  

• Binding Energy per nucleon is a measure of stability 

• Further fusion to larger nuclei releases more binding energy  

Binding Energy 
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In 1952, Paley Commission 
(President Harry Truman) 
•  "relatively pessimistic" assessment 

of nuclear power, 
•  called for "aggressive research in 

the whole field of solar energy.” 
- The Nuclear Deception

Nuclear electricity (1951) 
Clean, Safe 
Impossible? 
Sun 
H-Bomb (1952) 10MT 
Controlled Fusion? 

U235 

Nuclear Chain Reaction 
Produces ~ 107 kWh / kg of Uranium 
Compared to ~ 10 kWh / kg for Coal 

Radioactive Daughter Nuclei 

No fission 

Transutation 
to fissile Pu 

Fission and 
2 or 3 neutrons 
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At critical mass, the chain reaction 
becomes self sustaining, and 
increases exponentially.  

Only need to attain critical mass:  
1)  Increase mass of fissile material 
2)  Increase density, 
3)  or reaction cross section 

(moderators: graphite, water) 

Little Boy, U235 
(Hiroshima) 

Fat Man Pu 
(Nagasaki) 

Little boom (conventional explosives) 
 => BOOM!! 

Critical Mass: Increase the “nuclear cross section" of the reaction. 
 Slow the neutrons with a neutron moderator 
 like carbon, or water!   

STOP a chain reaction by absorbing the neutrons 
 Control rods can be lowered into the reaction chamber. 

Controlling the Chain Reaction in a nuclear reactor!  
so it stays going, but doesn’t get out of control 

Delayed Neutrons: After the reaction goes “sub critical” it is dying 
away.  However, there are many radioactive “daughter nuclei” that 
are decaying, producing neutrons. 

HOT! 
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1)  Pressure Difference increases with temperature difference 
2)  We put energy in (Pumping), but water volume is very small compared to volume 

of steam 

http://www.eas.asu.edu/~holbert/eee463/coalart.gif 

Coal, 
NG, 
Nuke Heat, 
Concentrated Sunlight 

Rankine Cycle 
(Steam Turbine) 

Limitation:  
Maximum temperature 
limited by creep temp. 
of stainless steel. 
(lowers efficiency) 

Thermal mass - slow response times 

Thermal transfer in primary loop:  
   Water 
   Liquid Sodium 
   Air 

Cooling Stacks 
Control Reactor: 
    Active 
    Passive 
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1)  Gas Cooled! 
2)  1600 °C 
3)  Self Limiting! 

Number of nucleons (atomic mass number) 
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Fusion Fission 
Atomic Bomb (1945) 

Pu239 

Nuclear electricity (1951) 
Clean, Safe 
Impossible? 
Sun 
H-Bomb (1952) 10MT 
Controlled Fusion? 

U235 

Must be Hot 
Must be Dense 
Compress and Heat 
With Fission Bomb 

http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=8075130353722461105&q=hydrogen+bomb&total=1707&start=0&num=10&so=0&type=search&plindex=3  

Creating a Sun on Earth 
For Peaceful Generation of Electricity 
Confinement of Plasma is the Challenge 

Plasma Stabilization 
First Wall Interactions 
Vacuum Contamination with “high Z impurities” 

Challenges: 
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1960   1970  1980  1990 

Could also label here: 
Estimated number of years 
Until fusion is a viable technology 

10 

30 

50 

Fission Reactor Fusion Reactor: 
Vacuum Vessel 
High Magnetic Fields 

Inertial Confinement Fusion 

Little Hydrogen Bombs 
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• How is it that we can extract nuclear power (mass deficit) 
• What is Fission vs. Fusion? 
• How do we control the nuclear reaction? 


